Kingston Elementary School Rooftop Unit Pre-Purchase

Date: March 23, 2020

Addendum Items:

A. Drawings:
   1. Sheet M3.00 – Schedules - Mechanical
      a. Heating and Cooling Rooftop Unit Schedule. RTU-1, REVISE the supply and exhaust fan voltages from “480” to “208”. REVISE the unit’s MCA, MOCP and VOLT from “58”, “70” and “480” to “126”, “150” and “208” respectively.
      b. Heating and Cooling Rooftop Unit Schedule. RTU-1, REVISE the supply and exhaust fan voltages from “480” to “208”. REVISE the unit’s MCA, MOCP and VOLT from “35”, “50” and “480” to “69”, “90” and “208” respectively.

Sincerely,

Larry L. Arnold, P.E., LEED AP, CBCP

Attachments: